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Although the effects of heat transfer through and
into the earth's crust are of prime importance to man,
scientific investigations of the thermal conductivity
of soils are recent of origin and limited in scope.
Through the centuries man's use of soils has been based
upon instinct and experience, rather than upon knowledge
and ^understanding.
The agriculturalist is concerned with the conduction
of the suns heat helo^^' the surface of the ground to
promote vlant grcv;tb. The electrical engineer defends on
soil conductivity to remove heat from "buried electrical
cables and thus rjrotect and ^reserve their insulation.
Instead of simple reliance upon the soil surrounding
electric cables to perform this function, attempts have
been made (3) to increase the thermal conductivity of
the soil, increasing and accelerating heat transfer.
Engineers in the building trades are concerned with
heat transfer and the selection ol materials for their heat
insulation value. !.:uch construction is subsurface and
the new field of radiant heating is largely dependent upon
heat conduction through soil. The U. S. Army Engineers
are exnerimenting with below ground bomb defense
structures whose heating will be influenced primarily by
this factor.

Procedures of design in the a"bove engineering fields
commonly allo^ for heat conductivity by a simplifying
design assumption frequently based upon inadequate
experimental verification. Even though the value
assigned to heat conductivity of soil may be a primary
factor in the selection of the final design, once the
proper allov'ance has been made the effect of this
property is no longer critical.
A basically different situation faces the soil,
foundation, or highway engineer. These men must predict
the effect of soil properties upon the soil itself,
because many changes of the soil are transmitted directly
to the supported structure.
It is I'^'ell kno\''''n that soil engineering is intensively
concerned v.lth the effects of moisture in all soil
properties. Dry soil is experimentally uncomnlicated
and predictions about dry materials are quite accurate.
This cannot be spid for moist soil, especially clays,
B.nd many investigations in all branches of soil m.echanics
arc being conducted to broaden the kno^^ledge of the
effect of moisture on soil.
Exam:ples of the problems resulting from soil moisture
and heat transfer will be given. Primary among these
problems is that of frost heaving of highway and airport
pavements. This condition is caused by the freezing and
attendant expansion of ice lenses formed belo'"' the pave-
ment. Capillarity supplies water from the ground water

source below, and the freezing of the lenses is the
result of hept loss from the ground surface. The
rate of heat loss, the total depth of frost penetration,
and the rate of lens formation, are dependent upon the
thermal conductivity of the soil.
The increasing importance of Alaska in military
and defense programs focuses attention upon other cold
weather construction prohlemis. lost of Alaska is in
that area of the earth's surface ivhich is permanently
frozen. This is called "permafrost" and consists of
moist soil in vihich the moisture is frozen and extends
into the earth a distance to include the foundations of
all structures. Bearing capacity of this "permafrost"
is adequate, and no pro hi em arises until the internal
heat of the structure is conducted into the material
suTrounding the foundation causing ice to melt and the
structure to settle. Research in this field (2) is
heing conducted lor the U. S. Army Engineers to determine
the specific heat, heat capacity, and heat conductivity
of various soil components, and to investigate other
physical properties vhich m.ay affect these factors.
The ahove examples are e-iven to indicate tbe
extent of the- field in which information about soil
heat conductivity is desired.
There is no easy or satisfactory evaluation of
any unknown property of a material so admittedly
heterogeneous as soil which would be accented --ithout
an adequate investigation of the knov.-n or suspected

variables. It also is evident that these variables
must be investigated, first separately, ana then in
conjunction with each other, in order to nresent a
true ana well-based solution. For instance, it would
be unreasonable to attera-pt to reach rational conclusions
about the variables causing- exnerimental differences
among selected permafrost sa.T.-ples. Before frozen
samples are tested, m,oist unfrozen soil must be under-
stood. Before that, the components of the moist soil
must be investigated. In the last rinalysis, the work
can only be started by a thorough investigation of all
known variable's in the dry soil elements.
To carry out the intent presented in the above
discussion, the experimentation was started on the
least complicated of the soil com.ponents, i.e., dry
sand. Preliminary ^rork had been conducted at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on a well graded
dry sand sample, and it was decided that all possible
variables be eliminated from this data by dividing the
sand with its broad grain size classification of coarse,
m.edium and fine, and determining a curve of thermal
conductivity versus voids-rptio for each of these three
sizes. To provide an experimental background for
subsequent ^-ork in active materials, a test of graded
dry clay was conducted.
It is intended that these data will serve as
background in elimination or e^rplanation of variables
encountered in the determination of thermal conductivity

of natural soils in any of their progressively complex
fornris. It is to be noted that a double purpose may be
served by these investifrations. The phenomenon of
electro-osmosis (4) is under intensive study by many
scientists. There is a close resemblance of many
thermal a.nd electrical properties and effects. By
establishing a satisfactory dry sand and clay background
unon vhi ch an investigation of moist spmnles ca.n be
based, it may be possible T-'hile investigating the
effect of moisture unon heat transfer to obtain data
as to the effect of heat upon moisture transfer and thns
furnish experimental substantiation and evaluation of the
theory of thermo-osmosi s.
The 1/Vork contained herein, is a continuation of
"An Investigation of the Effects of Voids-Ratio on the
Thermal Conductivity of Sand" by Herbert Storch. The
equipment was prepared by Storch as a x'-ariation of that
used by the United States Bureau of Standards and ^^ith it
he conducted tests on a v'ell graded dry sand sample.
Since this "ork is a continuation of r^revious
^rork using the same apparatus, it follows that there should
be much similarity and dunlication of technique and of
course an identical brickground. If Storch bad been
nroved v-rong there ^^^-ould have been a clear field in ^'hich
to T"ork in correcting sucb fallacies, but in several
preliminary tests a very close agreement ^"as obtained
v'ith his res'Uts. Values of thermal conductivity determined

by Storch were also reasonably close to values having
been obtained by other investi^-ators. In view of these
facts, ^^.-e must assur^e Storch to be correct in his
preliminary research and in the theory behind his thesis
and not attempt to alter his findings but merely to use
and broaden them. Ho^'ever, in order to render this a
complete work as far as we have proceeded to date, it
seems necessary that v:e do borro"" extensively from






Because the problem at hand is one of heat flow,
the following three basic lars governing the flow of
heat in a body (5) are applicable;
1. The quantity of heat in a body is pro-
portional to the mass and the tem-
perature of the body.
II. Heat flows from a higher to a lover
tempervg,ture.
III. The rate of heat flow across an area is
proportional to the area snd to the
existing temperature gradi<=nt, i.e.,
the rate of change of temnerature with
respect to distance, measured normal
to the area.
Both in theory and in experimental application a
steady-state heat flow condition is assumed. This
assumption means that the rate of heat flo^!^' is in-
dependent of time. Application of laws I and II gives
the following values in the c. g. s. system of units:
q (calories/sec), a constant quantity of
heat flowing through A in each second.
A (cm. 2), an area perpendicular to the
direction of heat flow.
T (°C), the temperature at a point ? of
the body.
X (cm.), the distance, measured positively

in the direction of fld^^, frotii feorae
point selected as an origin to the
point. P.
Lai" III may then be expressed: The magnitude of
q equals KA(dT/dx) , rhere K, the constant of pro-
portionality, is a property of the material of the
body called its thermal conductivity. K has units
cal./cra. deg. sec. Lav II states, ho^'^ever, that
temperature decreases in the direction of flow making
dT/dx negative, and we have, therefore
q = - KA dT/dx 1
Thermal conductivity, K, may be defined as the
quantity of heat that flows through a unit area of
unit thickness in unit time under unit temperature
gradient, and in the e.g. s. system, the K of a
substance is the number of calories transmitted in one
second between opposite faces of a cubic centimeter
of the substance when a temperature difference of one
degree centigrade exists across the faces. Similarly,
in the f.p.s. or English system, the K of a substance
is the number of Btu' s transmitted in one second be-
tween opposite faces of a cubic foot of the substance
when a temperature difference of one degree Fahrenheit
exists across the faces.
Application of Buckingham's theorem and the
m.ethod of dimensional analysis (6) yield equations
identical with the equation 1 as shown above. As a

basis for calculations of conductivity values of dry
sands and clay samples in subsequent I'-ork, a more
familiar and useful form of equation may be derived.
It is set up as follows (1): Let the temperature on
each side of a section of the material in question
be designated as 1^ and Tgres^ectively, the thickness
of the section be d, and the amount of heat floi^ing
in time t be equal Q,. The rate of heat flo'^ is then
Q/t and the temperature gradient is ( T^ - T2)/d.
Therefore, according to the above derivations and the
definitions given:
K = Qd
At (Ti - T2) 2
Patten (7,1) visualized the flo'^' of heat through
a substance in a somev'hat different manner. To borrow
from Patten, let us consider the following line of
reasoning. Start I'lth a metal bar under conditions
of steady-state heat flov vdth opposite ends of the
bar at temperatures of 100°C and 0°C. Consider an
elemental section ^rithin the bar, letting the element
have cross-sectional area A normal to the direction of
heat ilovj and thickness Z^x. If the section is x
distance from the hotter end of the bar, and if tem-
T^erature T exists on the area A, the heat flo^ per
unit time through A will be equal to -KA(dT/dx).
See equation 1. The surface of the elemental rec-
tangle at distance x + Z^ x from the hotter end of the

X (.
bar will have a lov;er face temperature equal to
T - (dT/dx /^x) . The quantity of heat flowing
through the surface of the section x + Ax from the
source will be equal to -KA jd/dx(T - (dT/dx) /Nx) .
The expression T)n.thin the brackets is the rate of
change of temperature at x "f ^x. Since the
temperature at x + Zix is lower than at x, there
will be less heat leaving the rectangular section








The second derivative of temperature with
respect to distance from the heat source is a rate of
change of temperature gradient or the acceleration
of temperature change with distance. Viihen a steady-
state flow exists, gradient is constant and accelera-
tion is zero; there is no difference in the amount
of heat entering and leaving a section.
Let us now apply these principles to a body
of soil. Before steady-state conditions are reached,
unbalance of heat flo\'' exists. Let the mepn tem-
peratiire of a section of soil rise by increment of
temperature dT in time dt. If c is the heat capacity
of the soil, a quantity of heat equa,l to Ac (dT/dt)/Sx
will be required to cause the rise of temperature.
Heat capacity c is equal to the effective specific heat

divided by the apparent specific volume. Assuming
no loss of heat from the section under experiment, "'e
can equate this quantity of heat necessary to raise the
temperature to the heat remaining in the section, as
given by equation 3.





The term K/c has been called "diffusivity" by Patten
Equation 4 sho^'^s that heat conductivity K may be
calculated from the follo^^ing data: effective heat
capacity c, the rate of change of temperature gradient
dT/dx, and the change of temperature at a given noint
Fith time dT/dt.
The basic concept of heat flo^^ in a homogeneous
solid or gaseous medium is the familiar physical
principle of heat agitation of molecules, their
impinging one on the other, and tran«;ferring motion
and heat through the medium. Extension of this concept
to soils introduces complications. It must be
recognized that the heat conductivity of dry sand,
for example, depends upon two redia, one a solid and
the other a gas. Heat flow in dry sand is across
sand grains and interstitial air. Since dry air is
one of the most effective heat insulators, the path

of conductivity is primarily through the sand grains.
As has been sho^m , the area of conduction plays an
imnortant role. Grain size, shape, and proximity should,
therefore, he considered. Segregation of a particular
type of sand, such as Cow Bay or Port Jefferson, into
subdivisions by grain sizes is clearly an aid to analysis
of experimental results. Sand grains vary in shaDe from
spherical to fragmental and angular. Port Jefferson
sand is chieily quartz and alm.ost entirely free from
organic matter. The samples tested in these investiga-
tions are essentially slabs of soil, artificially created
and controlled by selection of material, by the manner
of placement, and by the amount of compaction. In the
case of heat conduction it is readily evident that the
farther apart the soil rsarticles are, the lo^er will
be the thermal conductivity. low thermal conductivity
can be expected in loosely compacted, high voids-ratio
sand masses; and, conversely, greater comipaction,
careful grading, and the use of fine-grained materials
increase thermal conductivity.
Mention must be made of convection and radiation,
as well as conduction. The effects of radiation upon
the experimental method used is nee^ligible. In the
case of convection, Pecheimer (3) has stated that 0.1"
is the maximum size of pore space in which conduction
predominates over convection. Only in the most loosely
compacted, ungraded samples of coarse sand and gravel will
convection occ\ir.

A definition of electro-osmosis as a "back-
^ro''.ind for 3iscussior, of the therno -osmosis
theory, ^-ill he hriefly sta.ted. Slectr o-ost.o sis
is t^e ^-ihenomenon oc.currinr i-hen an external
elentromoti""'e force is ?»r)T)lied across a solid-liquid
interface, causing the movahle diffuse layer of
the Helmhcltz double layer to "^e iisT)laced tangen-
tially vith resrect to the fixed layer. 'Vhen this
movement occurs in a capillary, the r?^ter r.resent
in the capillary vUl he piilled alcnr "'ith the
moving diffuse layer and he :lischarged from the
capillary. Thermc-os'^io si s, then, is the phenomenon
•-hich causes car.illa.ry flo^^ of '-'ater -'hen a soil mass







The apr)fl.ra.ti:is for measuring thermal conductivity of
Foil samples rill be described. For measurement of
therm.al conductivity during steady state heat flov',
the following must be kno^wi about the sam.ple:
(1) the cross-sectional area normal to heat flow,
(2) the thickness in the direction of heat flow,
(3) the quantity of heat flo^^ing through the sample
per unit of time, (4) the tem.peratm'e of both faces,
or the temperature difference bet"'-een both faces of
the sample. From these data, the coefficient of thermal
conductivity may be calculated.
The anparatus is a variation of that type used
by the U. S. Bureau of Staniiards for measurement of
thermal conductivity. Such apparatus is kno^Ti as a
"shielded hot plate" in which a slab of the solid
m,aterial under test is inserted bet'^een an electric
hot plate and a cooling plate. Heat flow is measured
by the power input and temperature of the plates.
Heat flow in a direction not normal to the face of the
sample is prevented by an electrically heated g^aard
ring - thus the name "shielded". It wg,s this
principle which has been adapted to the measurem^ent of
thermal conductivity of dry soil samples.
The equipment is designed as a central heating
plate transmitting heat equally in both directions
through two soil samples to two cooling jackets.

The end losses are controlled by an insulating box
fitting around the edges of the plates and sample holders.
The cavities for holding the soil sample are 20 inches
square and t^^o inches thick and the dimensions of the
plates pn5. other details of the equinment are dependent
upon this size. The sample size of 20" x 20" x 2" is
large enough to ?illo"' m.aninulation of the material in
nlace and also is of s\ich a size so that end variations
have little effect on the center of the sam.ple ^-^here
temperature measurements are taken.
The heater nlate itself is also cf a sand^'lch
type 01 construction. The heating element is Kichrom.e
resistance Fire 5/8" ^^ide and .0055" thick. The
resistance of this "ire is .156 ohms per foot. T^j^enty
turns oi this I'ire are vrapped around a 1/4" thick
piece of transite 20" sq\iare, the edges of ^"'hich are
notched to hold the Tire in nosition. The resistance
of the cominlete heating elem.ent is sufficient to produce
a tempera tujre of 100^ C easily within the range of
voltage available. A frame to hold the heater elem.ent
is made of a 21" x 21" x 1/4" transite piece ^Ith a
20" X 20" square cut out of the center. Heavy conper
leads extend through slots cut in this frame and are
soldere'5 to the heater element. The outsides of the
heating rlate are tr^o conrer elates 21" x 21" x 1/8"
and are electrically insulated from the heating element
by sheets of mica .015" thick and 21" square.

The Fidth of the heating element wires and the thickness
of the copper plr.'tes are sufficient to ^ve a very
unixorm hep.t distribution across the face of the plate.
The entire unit is held together by binding screF posts
and Fhen assembled is 21" x 21" x 5/8" with the t^o
copT-er leads extending out of either end of one e-'-ge of
the plate. See Figure VIIIc.
The cooling jackets are constructed of a heavy
co^^r.er nlate 21 1/4" x 22 1/2" x 1/8" to ^hi ch is
soldered a dished out -niece of light p-age co^^er forming
a Fp.ter reservoir 20" x 20" x 3/4". Inlet and outlet
pipes of -|" copper tubing are soldered in position on
tFo diagonally onoosite corners of the coolin^ reservoir
and a system of baffles is installed in each jacket to
provide a more uniform distribution of the cooling vater
Fiiich enters at a loFer corner ana flo'"s out an upper
corner.
The cooling jackets are mounted on either side of
a 2 sided wooden frame forming an open box with interior
dimensions 21" x 20-|" x 4 5/8". The pieces forming the
frame are 4 5/8" wide and 3/4" thick plywood. Twelve holes
are drilled through the width ol the plywood frames
m.atching holes around three edges of the cooling jacket
and the unit is then assembled by means of 1/4" machine
bolts 5^" long. The unit is oriented ^^-ith the open end
of the box on top and the ccolinp- jackets vertical. The
heater plate is inserted vertically in the box midway
between the cooling jackets and is hell in position by

six hardvi'ood ST?a.cer boards 2'' Fide and ^" thick that
fit against the frame and are held in place Iby
pressure i^'hen the ,1ackets are bolted in place. These
spacer "boards also provide for en accurate two inch
sample vilth Fhen the entire sample holder unit is
assembled and, as was previously stated, the
dimensions oi the component parts were so chosen th?
t
the resulting sample size is 20" x 20" x 2". Also,
it ca,n be seen that the dimensions of the heoting
element and the water jacket of the cooling unit are
20" X 20" and these are so oriente.l in the assembled
equipment that the outline of the sam.ple is acc'irately
covered by the heating and cooling elements and thus
the se.m.ple is directly in line ^-^th heat flo^" from, the
hot face to the cold face.
Heat losses from the ends of the sample are
nrevented by an insulating box. In the equation for
heat f lov Q = K A At ' the tv-o variables controlling
the heat flov>' are K and Zit. The guard ring of the
shielded hot plate reduced At to zero but this
control is quite complicated and the method of lo^vering
K to a sm^all value is used in th-i s equipm.ent. The
insulating box provides for 6" of insulating material
inside a v.ooden box. The box is constructed as a square
ring surrounding the edges of the sample box. The top
side of the insulatin^:- box is removable and forms a
cover which may be removed in order to expose the sam.ple

T'-hile the sainr le "box remains enclosed "by the other
three sides of the insulating hox. This cover has
a slot I'hich receives the
-I" of the heating plate
extending above the sample ffi.nd has tT"o holes drilled
through it to receive the leads extending from the
heating element mentioned above. The insulating
material is No. 1 ^.'J'hite raste.
The cooling vater is supplied to the jackets
and led ofi through ^" rubber tubing. A T connection
at tbe source ox "'ater is utilized to equalize the
floi"" through each face.
Temperature measurements are made by the use of
thermocouples. It is possible to m^easure the
temnerature at a point or on a face much m.ore accurately
an.-i simply by this method than by any other. Since
the points of measurement are in the center of the
faces ot the sample, thermocouples offer the only practical
method of temnerature determination.
The thermocouple r.aterial used is Leeds and
Northrup ?f30 gage copner-constpntan dunlex thermocouple
vire ^vhich is satisfactory for temperatures o± less
than 100°C and is simple to install. This \^-ire contains
one strand of copper and one of constantan insulated
from one another in a fiber casing.
The bare thermocouple Ti^ires are embedded ^vith
solder in holes drilled 3/16" in diameter and 1/16" deep
into the center oi the hot and cold nlate faces.

It is assumed that the terrinerature firraiipnt across 1/16"
of cori^er is neglie-i^le to the accuracy required by
this rork and that the tenperature of the sample at
the face is the same as that of the plate.
The teraperat^jres indicated by the thermocouple
millivolt output were measured in t^'o potentiometers.
The hot and cold face temperatijres of one sa.mple were
measured by an automatic potentiometer recorder,
Serial Uo. 216717, manufactured by the Leeds and
Korthrup Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.. This
instrument receives the thermocouple millivoltage
,
corrects it for cold junction temperature, and plots it
on a tine scale as a temperature. This instrument is
capable of recording the temperature of three points
in succession so the third set of terminals vere
shorted by a short cor»per T^lre and the room temperature
or cold .junction temperature vas recorded in addition
to the hot and cold face temneratures. The temperature
readings are in degrees centigrade. See Figure IX.
The other hot and cold face temperatures are
measured by taking millivolt readings of the thermocouple
leads on a portable potentiometer I'^odel 1117 manufactured
by the 3rov.'n Instrument Company, Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania. The miillivolt readings taken by this
instrument must be corrected for the cold junction
temperature vvhich v^as measured by a centigrade mercury-
in-glass thermometer. Standard conversion tables of

millivolt readings to temperature ir. degrees centig'rade
or cof per-constantan therraocouriles ^'^ere available for use.
The po'^er in-nut to the heating element ^''as governed
by the voltage applied to the terminals since the
resistance of the element is constant. The voltage is
controlled by a variac connected between the 110 Y a. c.
source and the heating elem.ent. The range of voltage
available from the variac vrin produce a hot face
temperature up to ^-ell over 100° C ^'^hich is more than
adequate for this 'J^ork. The norer innut is measured by
a I-cdel 432 d-c and single phase a-c ^^^attmeter. Serial
No. 11588, manufactured by the 'Veston Electrical
Instrument Corporation, Newark, Ner Jersey. An a.c.
voltmeter Serial X8274 manufactured by the General
Electric Co. of Schenectady, F. Y. )^'as em.nloyed to check
the ^-attmeter readings to determine vhether the resistance
of the heating element changed ^'-ith temperature.
The sample box and insulating box '^ere placed on
the platform of a I-.'odel 98 Counting and '.Veighing machine
Serial I'o. 98129 manufactured by the National Scale
Company of Springfield, Iv'assachusetts. The purpose of
this feature ^'/as to facilitate weight measurements
necessary to voids-ratio comiputations.
Instruments were used to aid in placement and
compaction of these samples. One was a three pronged
rodding instrument used for compaction of samples. The
other was a screen that could be inserted in the sample

cavity and dra^n: uprard during placement to o"btain a
very loose compaction.
U. S. Standard Sieves i-^'ere used for grading the
sand and determining the grading curve of the clay.
A grinding machine I'odel F No. 4 manufactured by the
;:uaker City L'ill Co. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ^^as
em^^loyed to grind the clay material.
Standard soil mechanics laboratory equipment ^^^as used
to determined the desired physical properties necessary
to the investigation.
See Figures Villa through Vlllf for the details of







The sample holder and insulating box ^^ere
assembled as indicated in AFPAR-nTUS. The heater
plate was positioned in the frame approximately
midway between the edges, the spacer boards were
inserted, and the cooling water jackets were lifted
into position against the edges of the frame. The
cooling jackets were then bolted against the
frame, causing the spacer board to force the heater
relate into its exact central position and causinp-
the simple cavities to take on their accurate
dimensions. Care was taken that the spacer boards
fitted closely against the frame and that the
thermocouple leads ^''-ere ha,nging free. Tith the
ar)'"aratus emuty except for ^"^ater flo^'ing through
the cooling jackets, ''•ith thermocouple leads
hanging free and po^'"er leads not connected, an
initial ^^eight was determ.ined.
The weighing procedure "-as intended to give the
weight of sample directly from the difference between
final and initial weights. All weighing ^^as done with
water flowing through the jackets and the po^^'er leads
clear of the scales.
The original placement of the sample required
extreme care in order to acquire uniformity of
voids-ratio between the two sample sections, throughout
each sample section, and to permit reproduction of

similar conditions in subsequent tests. The
test raateria.l vas poured into the sam^^le cavity
in small increment and, in order to obtain high
voids-ratios, a 20" x S" screen ras draira up^^-ard
throug'h the sample continuously during placement.
The screen protected the loosely placed material
below from disturbances caused by the act of
placement. After exactly filling the front
sample cavity the apparatus was weighed. The
rear cavity ^-as then filled in the same manner
and the apparatus was again "-ei^Thed. Comparison
of these sample weights nroved that this place-
ment technique can give consistent results.
The insulating box cover was placed in
position, the power leads were attached, and the
variac was adjusted. Sufficient heating was
obtained by using 150 watts for clay and 200
i-^atts for sand samples.
The potentiometer-recorder was employed
to indicate steady stpte conditions of heat flo^".
See Fig. IX. The repetition of the same
temperature for five or six successive recordings
with no trend toward a higher or lower reading
was considered an accurate indication of equi-
librium. The first test of a series was always
performed on the sample of highest voids-ratio.
Because the temperature of the material as placed

v'as essentially room temperature, more than
t^'elve hours vera allo^'^ed to attain eq^jdlihrium
and a mucl^ longer succession of equal temperature
readings ^^'g.s required in order to eliminate the
Dossihility of a slight increasing or decreasing
trend. iVhen equilibrium ^/t^as indicated,
the recorder temperatures ^ere read and the
recorder ?!'as tiirned off. The millivolt readings
01 the thermocouples attached to the hot and
cold faces oi the other sample r^ere then taken
by use of the portable potentiometer. The
reason the recorder was turned off ^^as to eliminate
vibration and electrical disturbance of the
potentiom.eter during these readings by the recorder
motor. See Fig. Vlllf
.
The power to the heating element was then
turned off, and the power leads were removed
until the equipment was weighed to check the weight
taken after rilacement. Then the top of the insulat-
ing box was removed and the power was again applied
to the heating element to minimize the heat loss
during compaction and addition of more material.
The sar^ple was compacted a small am^ount in
preparation for each successive test. This com-
paction was performed with the three pronged fork
mentioned in Apparatus. Care was taken to maintain
a uniform^ degree of compaction throughout each

sample section and "betveen front and back cavities.
The amount of settlement during the compaction pro-
cess was maintained equal in each sample by using
a like amount of corona cting effort unon each.
The sam.ple sections ^ere then filled completely
by the addition of more of the material under test.
Poi;^-er to the heating element ^vas turned off, and the
weighing procedure was repeated. The leads were
reconnected, and the poi'^er again ^'as supplied to
the heating plate. From one to t^j^o poi^nds of
samnle material were added after each comnaction.
The time required for comnaction varied from fifteen
to sixty minutes and the temperature of the hot face
dropped only four to six degrees centigrade during
the process.
Sufficient data ^ms recorded for each test
to be able to compute voids-ratio and thermal con-
ductivity. The computation of voids-ratio made use
of the formula
e = Vt Gs (1 ^^^ w) . i
^t 5
where e = voids-ratio, i.e., volume of voids
divided by volume of solids.
Vj = total volume of sample
Gg = true specific gravity of the sample
w = moisture content of the sample
W-t = total weight of the samnle
^m^^
The volume of the sample Vip remained constant
because of the rigid construction of the sample box.
The true specific gravity ( Gg) of each sample was
determined by other soil laboratory tests. The
moisture content of each air-dried sample ras taken
before testing and the values were found to be of
the order of ,Obyo to .15% and were considered
negligible. The total weight of each test sample
1^-as determined by subtraction of the initial weight
from each intermediate weight.
Thermal conductivity ^?"as computed by the use
of equation { 2 ) K = G.d where
t A (Tii - Tc)
Q/t = average po^i-er eupnlied to sample per
unit of time.
d = average thickness of each samnle in cm.
Th -
'^c
~ average temrierature difference between
hot and cold faces.
The average po^.^er sunnlied to the sample ner unit
of time /^^ after steady state flow had been
attained was merely the wattmeter reading since
equal amounts of heat entered and left the sample
d^ai'ing equal time increments. The thickness of the
sample (d) is held constant by the sample box design.
The average temperature difference between the hot
and cold faces of the sample ( Th -- Tc) ^'as determined
from the potentiometer recorder and the portable
potentiometer readings taken for each test.

As hap been previously state:!!, the temperature
of each face is frlven directly hy the potentiometer
recorder. The portable noten tioireter read? the
nillivolt output of the thermocouples; and 'n-hen
corrected by the millivolt reading- corresponding
to the temperat^are of the instrument connection
posts, the hot and cold face temneratures may be
determined by the use of standard conversion tables
for copper constantan thermocouples.
The use of average values of \^'eight po^^-er,
and temperature difference served to m;inimiize the
effect of small variations in Placement or instrumient
reading. To serve as additional checks against
possible variations, esnecii^lly against the possibility
of disturbance of thermocouple ins tall?i tions during
com.paction, the thermiocouple leads '""ere often removed
from the recorder posts and installed tem.porarily on
the portable potentiom.eter along ^ith the corresponding
thermocouple normally read in that instr'ament.
Discrepancies could be quickly noted by s^'ltching
the instrument dial from one therm.occunle to the
other and noting any deflection of the needle. Quite
often a difference of one or t^-o m.illivolts was
detected, but this sm.all value vas due to minor
variations in compaction, and is considered well
within experimiental limits. The thermocouples them.-
selves were calibrated for accuracy by immersing

the heater plate and cooling jackets in rater.
At successive water temperatin es , the thermocouple
readings were compared rith the temperature of
the "T.ter as measured by a mercury-in-glass
thermom.eter. Extremely close agreement was
observed throughout a range of 1°0 to 65°G.
Each series of ten or more data runs was
itself verified by a check series after the
point of highest compaction had been obtained;
the equinrnent was disassembled, ar.^d the sample
was rem.oved. The scales and surrounding floor
area were carefully cleaned. The top and sides of
the scale platform, were shielded with paper to
keet' the sample from, flowing under the scales. In this
mianner the saziple material '^bs kept free from contact
with any loreign. substance or dirt. After the
sample box had been carefully cleaned of all sample,
the check series was performed in exactly the
same maniier as described above. Because the niLmber
01 check tests per series was usually much less
than the num.ber of original tests, a greater
amo"'ant of comipaction bet^'^'een check tests ^as used.
The aim of all techniques emnloyed ^-^s to
eliminr^te as m.uch as possible the effects of
uncontrollable variations an:' to provide subsequent







The results of this investigation can most
clearly be represented on a grarh of the coefficient
of thermal con^.uctivity (K) vs. voids ratio (e)
for each of the grain sizes tested.
Eleven data tests and three check tests rere
nerformed on the coarse sand size, 2.0 mm. -
0.42 ram. The average value of the coefficient of
thermal conductivity (K) was .000869 cal/sec/cm/cm2/oc<
and the average value of voids-ratio (e) '."as .716.
The results of these tests are tabulated in Table I,
and are statistically analyzed in Table la. The
graph of the results are sho^^Ti on Figure I.
Several points are considerably displaced from the
resultant curve, but there seems to be little doubt
that the variation is truly linear within the voids-
ratio limits of the test.
Fourteen data tests and four check tests rere
rieriormed on the medium sand size, 0.42 mm. -0.25 mm.
The average value of ( K) was found to be .000736
cal/sec/cm/cm2/°C, and the average value of (e) ras
.842. The results of this series of tests as
tabulated in Table II , are statistically analyzed
in Table Ila, and are presented graphically in
rig-'jre II,
Eighteen data tests and five check tests were
^eriormed on the fine sand size, 0.25 mm. and lo^^/er.

The average value of (K) was found to "be ,000698
cal/sec/cm/cm^/oc, and the average v^lue of (e),
0.870. These results are tabulated, analyzed,
and plotted in Tables III and Ilia, and Figure III»
respectively.
It v^-8.s noted that the average value of K
decreased as the grain size of the sample decreased,
that the average value of voids-ratio increased
as the sample size decreased, and that for correspond-
ing values of voids-ratio the coefficient of thermal
conductivity decreased as the grain size decreased.
Values of thermal conductivity of sand deter-
mined for the different grain sizes were successively
less than those values found by nrevious exnerimen-
tors. Storch (l) found the average value of K to
be .000962 cal/sec/cra/cm^/oc. Hershel-IeBour
and Dunn determined the value of the thermal con-
ductivity of sand to be .00093 cal/sec/cm/cra^/oC
as given in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
(8). Hogentogler (9) gives the values of K for dry
white sand as ,000932 cal/sec/cm/cm^/°C. These
experimentors dealt only T^lth well-graded dry sand.
The variation of K from the above values caused by
grading and the variations between values of K
for the different grain sizes at a representative
voids-ratio of .75 are shown;

Grain Size K cal/sec/cm/cm^/oc
2.0 mm. .42 mm. .00084 5
.42 mm. .25 mm. .000779
.25 mm. lo^J^er .000761
'iVhen it is remembered that all previous inves-
tigations treat sand without regard to grain size
classification, it does not seem that these data
are inconsistent with other results. .^ach grain
size tested showed the same close agreement "-ith
the linear variation between (K) and (e) mentioned
above, ^--ithin the voids-ratio limit? of the test.
Thirteen data tests and three check tests were
performed on a well-graded clp.y sample, see
Figure VI. The average value of K for these tests
was .000575 cal/sec/cmycm^/oc and the average value
of voids-ratio was 1.347. The results ar-^^ tabulated,
anal.yzed, B.nd nlotted in Tables IV and Ilia, and
Figure V, respectively. Because no previous work
has been conducted or publication of results
made for this tyne of clay sample, no values for
comparison are available. Lees-Chorlton in the
Handbook oi Chemistry and Physics quotes a value
of thermal conductivity (X) of .00033 cal/sec/cm/
cra^/oc for "dry soil", showing the indefinite
character of most tabular values and. serving further






It has been stated earlier in this investigation
that the apparatus used had "been tested hy its
designer, Herbert Storch, and that his value of the
coefficient of thermal conductivity has been
compared with the values of other investigators.
At the beginning of the work, it seemed logical and
necessary to believe, therefore, that the apparatus
would produce accurate and consistent results. The
discrepancy of Storch' s average value of K of
.000962 (1) from that of .000932 given by others
can be explained by the very fact that it is an
average derived from a series of tests, ranging
from a very loose to a very compact condition.
This average compaction may or may not have been
the same as the compaction used in other tests, and
Storch' s work, as well as this investigation, shows
the extent to which the coefficient of thermal
conductivity depends upon the degree of compaction.
Having established the fact that the apparatus
could give accurate results, the task of proper
and logical operation of the equipment was next
undertaken. The apparatus consisted essentially of a
sample box, measuring equipment, and power control.
The power input was an independent variable and the
selection of its value was studied. The hot face

temperature was to be kept below 100°C in order
to retain the hygroscopic moisture in the sample.
To minimize the number of va.riables, either the
hot face temperature or the power input could
have been maintained constant over a series of
tests. The decision wn.s made to use a constant
input of power because the power was much easier
to control. To determine whether the thermal
conductivity would change as the hot face tem-
perature changed, the first series of check
tests V5'as made with an increased power. The
selected value of po^^er was chosen as 220 watts
because this oower "-a.s judged to nroduce a broad
range of values of tem.perature diff er-~>nce , keening
the hot face temnerature ^^ell under 100° C and
sho^'^lng a distinct dron in hot face tem.nerature
with each comnaction. The percentage of error
rhich T'ould have been caused by inaccurate
tem.perature measurements ^^as minimized by the use
of higher values of hot face temperature.
The technique oi operating the equipment
was stated in Procedure. This differed from the
technique employed by Storch in a manner designed
to produce a m.uch larger number of tests and
thereby prevent ex^^erimental discreDancies from^
influencing and clouding the results. Operating
difficulties also affected the technique of operation.

One major difference beti^een the technique
employed and that used previously T'^as the
practice of alloT"ing the cooling v;-ater to
continue its flov during the '/weighing and com-
paction of the samnle het^-^een tests.
The basic reason for this procedure was to
avoid distui-hance of a free-f lo^'^ing ^^ater system.
The water jackets, though quite heavy, Tere con-
structed 01 v'eak material, and their protection
was imperative. I'early two ^"'eeks' time was
consumed in efforts to locate and renair leaks
in the cooling jackets, and miinor leaks which
caused delays appeared several times during the
course of the i^^ork in snite of the precautions
taken. The cause of leaks ras the large force
which could he produced hy even a slight
pressure on the 20" x 20" surface of the jackets.
The Ught gage metal ^as easily nulled a^^ay from
the 1/16" copr^er plate at the soldered joints.
Pressure increases sufficient to nroiuce this
condition ^ere caused by stoppages of ilo'" from
air binding or from the ^^-ater hoses ninching.
Several methods for filling the water jackets and
starting flow n-ere tried using extreme care, but
none was consistently successful for establishing
flow without dangerous bulging of the water jackets.
The air could not be expelled completely from the

Jackets during the filling process, and the
jackets al^-Bys became air bound to a certain
extent. A satisfactory flow condition was
established only by delicate adjustment of vater
sunrly.
Although this procedure ras dictated as a
safety measure, an immediate result ras to allov'
a very greatly increased number of tests to be
made. The accuracy of the weights obtained ^^as
immediately investigated, and it ^'^as found that
"'hen the desired rate of flow ^"as maintained there
was no variation in weight '^hich could be determined
within the limit of accuracy of the scales in use.
'ATiile compacting the sample between tests with
the insulating top removed and the cooling water
flowing, there would have been a nronounced cooling
of the sample. To prevent this cooling, the idea
of apolying power to the heater plate during the
cor^paction was tried. The hot face temperature
dropped only three to five degrees centigrade during
the process and this method made nossible the
rapidity of testing that ^ras realized. A total of
seventy one tests were made during a neriod of
about forty five working days. Allowing for delays
caused by leaks, the testing rate 'vg.s nearly ti'-o
tests Der day. The additional amount of data obtained
seems to justify any possible loss of accuracy a.nd

certainly v.'ould minimize the effect of any
inaccurate reading. Weights were al^-ays taken
at the beginning and end of each test as
additional checks on accuracy.
The curves obtained from the data taken
were not surnrising. It is known that a soil
sample of uniform grain size can not be compacted
as much as a well graded sample, and it would be
expected that a lov'er avera,ge value of thermal
conductivity would result in the sample of uniform
grain size. Exreriment confirmed these expectations.
Definite trends were established by the data
taken: the smaller the grain size, the lo^'er was
the thermal conductivity for the same voids-ratio.
This result holds true over the limits of voids-
ratio attainable in this investigation; and, since
the voids-ratio values obtained cover nearly the
maximum compaction obtainable by any method, it
would appear safe to say th^.t the general statement
was true. However, it does not seem proper to
extend the curves obtained to extreme theoretical
values of voids-ratio and make any valid pre-
dictions.
Straight line variation ^^-as obtained between
the variables (e) and K and the resultant c^jrves
were quite conclusive over the range of each
series. The tendency to extend a straight line to

its axes as a basis for f^arther conclusions is
quite strong. Storch (1) used this method to
loredict the analysis of his sand by comparing
the theoretical zero voids-ratio value of thermal
conductivity obtained from extrapolating his
results with the hand book value of thermal con-
ductivity of quartz. If such an analysis were
attempted from the curves obtained in this ^rork,
different indications for analysis of material rould
result from each of the three c^jrves. The results
of such ar^pli cation of the curves anpear not to be
reasonable; and, therefore, no similar attempts
will be made.
There is significance in the fact that each
of the curves obtained lies totally belo"' the curve
of the next larger ^article size. It can be
stated that the grain size controls the value of
heat conductivity more than the total amount of
voids present in the sample. The resistance to
heat flow in the sample is made up of the resistance
to heat flow oresent in each grain, the contact
resistance at the given boundaries, and the heat
insulating property of air spaces. If the
insulating property of the air sraces contributed
most of the heat resistance, the coefficient of
therm.al conductivity would be equal or nearly so
for corresoondins: values of voids-ratio. Since

this result was not found experiraentally. the
other resistances to heat flow must predominate.
The composition of the sample grains does not
change from test to test, and the resistance
to heat flo^^' presented by the material of the
grains should not change. The net length of
the path ol heat flow is the same in every test..
The total length of the path of the heat flow
varies between tests vi thin each sample size
depending upon the voids-ratio oi the particular
test. The length of this path should be similar
in tests of tFo different particle sizes at the
same voids-ratio; however, in the test nvon the
smaller particle size sample, this total length is
composed of very many more individual <?Tains than
that path in the larger sample. From the results
obtained herein, the conclusion is dra^TO that
the contact resistance offers a major portion of
the total resistance to heat flow, and that it is
the principal cause of varif^tion in thermal con-
ductivity between the grain sizes tested.
A slightly difff^rent ap'^roach to the analysis
of contact resistance to heat flow may be presented.
Durini-' each series of tests when the material is
compacted bet"'een tests, the positions of the
grains were changed with respect to one another,
.'/hen a well graded sample is under test, the voids
are filled mth the size of grain most closely

fittinfT each void. In a. sarriple of -uniform
narticle size, ho^'ever, the (grains are -pushecl
together and chancre no si ti on to occuny a s-^.aller
snace, not hy occurying more suitable spaces
but by assumint' a contact surface rith pdjacent
grains of a more close-fitting nature. The
ultimate low value of voids-ratio is, of course,
not as coraoact as that of a rell-graded sample,
but vhen it is reached the number of grain contacts
is greater and the contact surface areas between
grains are larger than in a lesser com.paction. It
is believed that these t'/.-o factors are more
responsible for an increasing va.lue of the co-
efficient of thermal conductivity thisn is the
decreasing size of the air spaces during comnaction*
The void spaces are of such a small size that
convection cannot be considered a contributing
factor to heat flov-, and, therefore, only the
insulating property of air is effective in the
tests conducted.
A composite gra^h of the curves obtained of
each oi the three sanrle sizes is sho^-n in Figure IV.
These curves illustrate the condition discussed
above, as \-ell as another trend. The material
com.posed of the largest number of frain sizes
seems to produce the greatest range of values of
thermal conductivity. It is believed that this

increased range is caused by the more direct
path of heat flow that vonld he the natural result
of compaction of a better graded sample.
X'Jhen the curve obtained by Storch is super-
imposed upon the composite graph, (Figure IV),
a surprising condition results. The thermal
conductivity is actually less for the well
gra.ded sample in high ranges of voids-ratio
than the thermal conductivity of the coarse
sand sample. This condition immec^ately suggests
that for values of low voids-ratio the larger
size ^rrains are more effective in heat transmission,
whereas with the sample in a loose condition the
smaller size grains tend to govern the heat flow.
The latter conclusion, however, is the result of
background extrapolation of Storch' s curve (shown
dotted in Figure IV) and will not be ass^^ned
valid. //liat does seem to be indicated is that
at high values of vcxds-ratio the heat transfer
path in the well graded sample is across many
more contact points than occur along that path
through the coarse sand sam-nle because the well
gr?ided sample contains many more grains of smaller
sizes. Cn the other hand, when thp lower voids-
ratios are reached, the path of heat flo^^' through
the ''•ell graded sample is much m.ore direct than
the path through the sam.nle of uniform grain size,

and the resultant conductivity is, therefore,
greater.
The graph of coefiicient of thermal con-
ductivity of clay versus voids-ratio follows the
trend already described for sand. In the case of
clay, no comparison can he made with established
values for the thermal conductivity because no
established values exist. Further explanation
of the reasons for an increasing conductivity
"•ith a decreasing voids-ratio need not be roade
.
It is believed that the value of thermal con-
ductivity obtained within the voids-ratio limits
of the experiment are valid and the curve repre-
sented is conclusive. The lo^'"er value of thermal
conductivity for clay than for sand must be caused
by the flocculent structure of the clay particles
themselves, as well as the high percentage of
voids and the greatly increased number of contact
points presented by the smaller particle size of
the material.
The nat^ire of the clay sample and the
compaction equipment available, limited the degree
of compaction obtained. The clay sample ^'as
clean, natural clay taken from deposits in
Watervliet, Ne^- York, dried and ground in the
soil grinding mill referred to in Apparatus. The
clay sizes obtained from, grinding varied from sizes

passing a No. 10 sieve to fin'e sizes of .009 mm.
and s'T.aller. A smaller maximum size could have
been obtained, but would have required an excessive
amount of A^;rinding time. The percentaere of
particle sizes above a 200 mesh sieve appears
small in the grading c^orve of claj'-, Figure VI,
but the standard laboratory procedure for
obtaining this curve causes wetting and division
of natural particle groups. As actually used,
the sample contained about 8fo by weight of clay
lumps ^'hich would not pass a 200 mesh sieve.
The minimum void ratio attainable by the
compaction equipment used ^-as 1.035. This
definitely prrears high, but ^'as obtained only
after more than an hour's time spent in rodding
the sample ^^Ith both the three prons^ed fork and
a v"ooden board. Even pounding the board v^ith a
heavy mallet was employed. It is advised that a
better technique for clay compaction be sous-ht
for subsequent ^^'ork involving a greater n^-imber
of clay tests.
Subsequent work on the thermal conductivity
of soil samples will deal more searchingly with
clay, and also investigate the effect of moisture
in soils. The samples used in this work were
air dry with moisture contents varying from
.05-;^ to ^14jo before testing and from .04fo to

.09^0 after testing. This minor amount of
moisture was considered to be neg-ligible in
this work, and a true measurement of the moisture
content in the sample during a series of tests
would have been impossible. In the work to be
done it is possible that the measurement of
thermal conductivity of completely saturated soil
will be undertaken. This work would be impossible
with the apparatus in its ^resent form and using
the techniques hitherto established.
The equipment is composed largely of wood.
The sample is in direct contact with the wooden
spacer boards, and no w^.ter tight seal exists
between the sample and the insulation box. In
ordinary work with dry sam.ples, leaks in the
cooling jackets caused water to soak into the
wood of the insulating box. Change in the weight
of the wooden box of as much as one pound was noted.
Another effect of water seepage ^^ith the insulating
box would be to decrease the effectiveness of the
insulation. Thus, it can be seen that a water
tight sample compartment is essential to subsequent
work.
Two means oi obtaining this condition have
been considered. The first method is to waterproof
the spacer boards with paraffin, cut rubber gaskets
to seal the snacer boards against the hot and cold

face plates, and cover the top of the sample
Fi th a gasket held in place by the insulating
box cover.
A second method of vater proofing the sample
container is to fabricate a light gage metal box
wl th reinforced edges and bottom v^hich could be
inserted into the sample cavities. The thermo-
couple locations could be changed to the faces
of these boxes and the reight of the soil v;-ould
press the sides of the boxes against the existing
hot and cold faces. This type of container could
be fitted with a gasketed lid and lifting handles
to make it a completely rater tight, removable
container. The removable element of the nronosed
boxes would save in time consumed in chan^^ing
samples and in the wear imposed on the sample
holder frame and insulatine- box resulting from
repeated assembly and break-do^m.
A method for maintainintr a uniform distribution
ot a given v.'ater content in a sample has not been
devised. An agitation of the samnle during" testing
to prevent excessive moisture mi^-^ration from the
hot fcce v'o^^ld seemi to be necessary. Such agitation
vould, ho^rever, chanare the voids-ratio of the
sample, intermingle hot and cold soil, and destroy
established paths of heat flow. A careful study of
this requirement should be made alon-e '"Ith the ^-ater

tightness requirements a.lrea.dy discussed. The
conclusion mi^eht rossihly be reached which nre-
cludes the use of equipment in even its ha.sic
present form. It is veil to note here that the
r^rocess of calibre ting thermocouples, see
Frocedui'e, also yielded the information that the
heater plate could satisfactorily/ he used '^ith
the elements in a damr condition. The element
was dried pfter immersion by the ai-nli cation of 450
watts ol power ^"ith no detrimental effects. It is
advised, however, that if the equipment is to be
used in its present form the coolinr jackets be
com.pletely disassembled and refabricated , using
brazed joints instead of soldered joints. It would
also be advisable to install petcocks on the tops
of the jackets to serve as air releases.
During the experiments conducted upon the dry
sand samples, moisture mie'ration wp,s noted to occur
from the hot face to the cold face of the equi-^ment.
It must be remembered that the m.oisture content of
the soil was less than one half of one percent.
Cn days when the atmospheric relative humidity was
not large enoug-h to cause condensation upon the
roomi face of the coolinf jackets, this condition of
moisture mi^-ration was in evidence.
The fact is established, therefore, that the
moisture ^^hich rai£:rated did come from, the hy£:roscor'ic

iiioisture of the sand itself and not from the
atmosphere. To complete the experimental verifi-
cation of the theory of thermo-osmosis , there
need only he demonstrated that the migration ras
the result of the temperature difference het"'een
the hot and cold faces. 'Alien the power to the
heating elem.ent vas secured, it took only four
to six hours for the moisture which had migrated
to the cold face to disappear into the remainder
of the sample mass. The migration did again
appear soon after the power was reo,pplied.
When the equipment was disassembled between
test series while the heater plate was still hot,
the cold faces of the equirment exhibited a layer
ot moist sand adhering to them. This layer was
held in place by a strong bond of capillarity
and the thickness of the layer was greater for
the fine sand sample. These observations do
strongly tend to substantiate the thermo-osmotic
theory.
The limitations of the equipment itself confine
the discussion of thermo-osmosis to a mere
observation of the phenomenon. Subsequent work
in this field will require further modification
of the equipment to enable measurement of the
thickness of the adhering layer anf^ of other
as yet unknown va,ri'3,bles. It is suggested that,

if the light gage metal "box methoc! is ernrloyed,
B hinged side he incorporated into the design
to provide a means of exposing the full face
exhibiting the migration layer with the least
amount of disturbance by the remainder of the
sample.
The migration was observed to be the greatest
in the particle size most suitable to
strong capillary action. The significance of the
phenomenon displayed is that another mean? for
supplying ^-ater causing frost heave is no^ sho^'^n
The surface of the ground ^^-ould in this case
act as a. cold face, and the subs^orface rould
act not only as a source of ^i^ater for canillary
flc'", but also as a hot face "h.ich ^"ould accelerate
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:,.^iTaKlAL/Sl^i.: ^s /p^£^t/c^
.Vt. lest 5ox t^S.Q Total Fo^^-er ^^5"
A't. Test iox x.verage ro^^'er J I di^S
& Samples <^By. S /average Jt.
"at. 2 Sarr.ples /^^Q.A Sample <¥V. 9
X C liii-i TI Oi'.. j^-T itH
:
Ref. June. Terrr. jQ.6 °C = , 7f^ mv TeriP.
Hot Face Corr. Read. oL.SCjf n.v = (a2.n^ °C rdff. S'L. l*^
Cold Face Corr. R^ad. >iJt^ nv = Lan ^C
Ri:.CCRDii-R:
Hot race Te--:r . /b^ °C TenP Piff. CTfe











& Sar:.Dle s 2^^S»1 Average 'Vt.
//t. 2 SamoleF ^Q.7 SamT^le 4S.3S'
PCTi:KTIO:':iJTiLR:
Kef. Jnnc. Teirp. <^o^>^ <= C = > ^^ ^^-"^ Terr.D .
Hot Pace Corr. Reai. 3LjCp^ r::v = LaS. Q^ ° C Diff .iLfi[ii25
Col:l Face Corr. Ro&,c^. ,^^ nv - ^. 9,<r '^C
RiCCKIJiiiR:
Hot ^pce Ter^T^ • lmlo,0 °C Ternp Tpjff. ^>^. Q
Cold Pace l^ry^ - &.C^ °C Ave. T^nir. Diff. ^fi. /:^
Date/^^AT/^ Z!Cl9 50
Test No. /0&










..'t. 2 Sarr:ples_ ^4r.8
X Ti!.i'< TI Gi'.-i^T -iR
Ref. June. Terr.-n. o? 3. oc = ,qi mv Teni-n.
Hot Face Corr.
Cold Face Corr.
Read. ^.L^ ::.v = ^^. O




Plot race Te'-.r. 64)
9
oC Tenri Diff. 57




If^T^RlAL/ SI ^ JL : (<<7^:<y /?^//^^^^ ^o?^^.^<^
Wt. Test Box IQS.O
Jt. Test Box
^.7t. 2 Sarr.pl ep____iajDL
Total roi'"er








'^rct Face Corr. Feai. . ol .S"-^
il^







A _ 9^;, r
V = ^ \.ii^
V - L-i
.oC Tenp T)iff.








.Vt. Test Box IQS'O
<Vt. Test Box
& Sarples ^BQ.Q
o't. 2 San-.ples Q^.Q
X G Tiiii Ti Ci.- -cjT r.R
:
^A











Hot Face Corr. Read._
Cold Face Corr. Read..^^
Ri!.CCRL)ii.R:
Hot race Te'-.r. ioi



























x-.ei mc. iemp, AL
Hot Face Corr. Heac! Ql-3d



































Hot Face Corr. Read.














lest lo. i" ^
Material/ SI ^i:.; c^ou/ /4^/// ^^/o^/ ^O 7<<^ .V^ ^r^ .




& Samples 9s^'S Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Sarr.ples &9 ,6r Sample 4^.95^
PCT£KTI0I::ET£R:
Kef. June. Terr.p. <?0.4 °C = • fi/ ^mv Teir.r.
.
Hot Face Corr. Rea^. ff.Qfi niv = 02 . A ° C Diff.ift4--fi
Colcl Face Corr. Rpad. -^7 mv = 9 ^c
RiCOnDii:R:
Hot ~pce Tei-iT^ • 9jr Q C Te^nr ^ff. ULIS
Coia Face Tenr;T3BI^^Z° C ^ve. Temr. Diff. (c(fl.fi







li\, lest Box tQ S'.Q
<Vt. Test Sox
& Samples 63ft6.Pi
V.t. 2 Sarr.ples ^B.ft




^l.l ^C = . f^Cc mv Te^.p.
Rot Face Corr. Read. A,Q^ :::v = OC^Jlg* °C Diff. 6P5
Cold Face Corr. Recad.
.^fi mv = 9. g^i^T ^C
Ri!.CCRUji.R:
Hot Pace Te-r . 93 °C Terar^ Diff. fe^
iCold Face Ten^n . Q °^ ^^^- ^^^^-T^- Difi- ^3

THERl\.riL COi'-DUCTlVITY TEST
Date /l/f/f^ /7 19 50
lest I'o. £nj
n. Test Box l9fS.9 Total Po^-er ££Q
vVt. Test Box Average ro^-er I j o
& Sample.s Zl^-3 Average 'Vt.
;7t. 2 Sar.pl es 7^.4 Sarar^le 53.
Z
PCT5:NT10Iv:£TiLR:
Eef. J-or.c. Temp. ZZ^^J"^ = > gg mv Temp.
Hot Face Co rr. Read. rf. d8 mv = (5a.,i_oC Diff . 7V.^.:r
Col^ Face Corr. ?eari. .2>4> mv = C^.zs °C
RiCGRD£R:
Hot ~?ce Temn^ S£2_°C Temp Diff. 75-2
Cole? Face Temi^.j 3-0 ^C nve. Temr. Dif
f
.____^1jLZ2^
Date y^;^/^ /^ 19 50
Test No. ^n2.
:..^Ta.RlAL/Sl^i X/S //J^^d
.vt. Test Box 1^^.^ Total Fo^^^er ;?^^
.Vt. Test Box xiverage Po^'^er / /
O
& Sample^ Z //• 7 average -7t.
'.Vt. 2 Samples /"/. ^ Sample -Vc.^
i. i-'i:- iM PI Oi.. £-1 ijR
:
Ref. Jnnc. Temri. -^^. ^ °C = . /J^ mv Temr).
Hot Face Corr. Read. ,jV-$^; m.v = ^/.^ °C Diff.,^<^




Hot race lemr.: f(0-r) °C Terap Diff. 7^.{^





,Vt. Test Box / ^^^ Total ro^^-er .^^^
TiX. Test Box Averng^e ro"er / /C^
& SampleJ ^/^ 7 Average I't.
W"t. 2 Sair.pl es /'.-i'. jP Saiimle V/.^
PCTiKTIOi^:ET£R:
P.ef. J^ir.c. TeiLp. c3/ n ^C = . ^^ mv TemT)
.
Hot Face Corr. Heai. ^.^-T zi^ = 7^^ QQ Diff . /^.jf^
Cold Face Corr. Hoad. .S/'-ziY ^ 7,^5' ^Z
RSGOKDiiR:
Hot ~pce Ter:T) • Tf.'/ '^Z Ter.p Diff. ;^. V
Coia Face TemT) . ^c:? ^C ^ve. Temp. Diff. 70,^7
Date /^^ /^ 19 50
Test No. ^OV
[.^TinlrtL/Sl^i::: //J /J/^e/C
.Vt. Test Box /^^. ^ Total Po'.^-er ^;^0
<Vt. Test Box r.verage Po^^'er / /
O
& Samples ^f(^. f average wt.
V<t. 2 Sar;:ples /"-/
^
San- ^ T?le y^.^^
X C *'£>!< TI Oi. fiiT j:-R :
Ref. June. Terr.Ti. ^jL^^J"^ = . ^^ mv Ter.n.
Hot Face Corr. Read. .j^^^ mv = 77.f ^C Diff. ^^^^
Cold Pace Corr. Read. . 5';^ mv = £.Z^^
Rn^CCEDii-K:
Hot race Terr. 77.0 °C Tenr^ Diff. ^^ ^
Cold Face Temp.,^
_Zi2_°C Ave. Tenip. Diff. ^ f.^S

THERiV^L COi-.DUCTlVlTY TEST
Date A^jJ^ ^^ 1950
Test i:o. r^O:^
'.Vt. Test 3ox /-^^ ^ Total Po^-er ^^^
\Vt. Test Box Average fo--er //a
& Sarnplej ,^Jf^^.^ Average 'Vt.
»Vt. 2 Samples ,/^ J' Sarar^le VS./£'
POTi;NTIOL':i:T£R:
Ref. Jimc. Temp. ^^^ ^C = . ^/ mv Teip.D
.
Hot Face Corr. Reai. .t?". /jT mv = /^.O ^C Diff . ^/.S'




/r^^ °C Temp Diff. /^/
Cold Face Temi),: i^l^__°C Ave. lenv . Diff. A /.^:^'






.vt . Test 3oX / 'fS.^
A't. Test iSox
& Samples j^ /'j'^ /
.it. 2 Samples ^/. /
r j-'ii'i xl Olv n-T ii-R
:
Ref. J^Jinc. Temri. ^/ °C = . ^.T mv Tem.Ti.
Hot Face Corr. Read.
.
-yf^Of mv = ZJLQ_^^ 'Qlti
.
j^KP
Cold Face Corr. Read. , ^/ mv = £/l-J'^
RiLCORLiiiR:
Hot Face Temr. /V!'
^
°C Terar) Difi'. ^^
^
Cold Face Tomr.^ ^. ^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff .__^15L^__

THE-BiWL COi\DUCTlVITY TEST
i;ate /l^/)/^ 2/ 19 50
lest ^^0. r:?<^7
RUTERIAL/Sl^:.: ^duJ ^^/ ^^^r/ . ^^- .2^^^
Wt. Test Box //-^^ Total Po^^-er ^^^^
vVt. Test Box Averag:e ro"'er //V
8c Sar^ple^ ^ fS. ^ Average It.
W"t. 2 Sair.ples ^fs^ Sample YV,/^
fCT£NTI0iv:3T£H:
Hef. J^mc. Temp. ^;^./ ^C = . ^^ mv TemD
.
Hot Pace Corr. Peac!. ^/<^ mv = /V.3S' ° C Diff . ^^.^^T
Col:i Face Corr. Read. .^/ mv = /f^^ ^C
RiCCKDuJR:
Hot "pce Temn^ /5^J>^ ° C Temp mff. ^^.X?;^
Co lei Face Temr^.: ^^jT ^C ^ve. Temn. Diff. ><^,^j5r
Test No. ^^'f
liX. Test Box /^V. S' Total Po'.^-er ^/O
<Vt. Test Box xiverage Po^'^-er /c^^
& Sample^ ^/Z. ^ Average .7t.
»'t. 2 Samples 7f . "/ Sample ^f. 7
£ G Pii-i^ TI Ol-Shl zJi :
Hef. June. Temr^. ^ ? .
n
^ C = ,//mv Temn.
Hot Face Corr. Read. J! v^ mv = r^.^ °C Diff. /^^^
Cold Face Corr. Read. . 3^ mv = SJl^'^
RxtCCRLiiiR:
Hot race Temr. /^^ °C Teno Diff. /^^
Cola Face Temn^ 9.^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. 7-^//

Tfl£RI\.rtL COi'^DUCTlVlTY TEST
Date A/^/l^e ^^ 1950
Test lo. ^^"^
.Vt. Test Box /f-/,^ Total ro^^er ^^^
iVt. Test 3ox Average Po"er //
O
& Sar:.plej V/j^.O Average '7t.
Wt. 2 Sarr.ples fO,^ Sannle :?^^.^^
PCTi:NTIOIv:ET£R:
Eef. J^mc. Temp. .?^. f Q C = .^f mv Terr.D .
r:ot Pace Corr. Feacl. c:^> </o niv = <^0_SZ Piff. 73. 7:S-
Cold Face Corr. Road. .^/^ mv = /.^^ ^C
R5CCHDi!.R:
Hot ^'pce Te-^,:: ^. ^ °C Ter.r Difl'. /j^ ^
Cold Face Temn^ f.Ji °C .-ive. Temr. Dif f . T'.j' Z/^
Date J^/J^ ZZ_19 50
"est No. ^j:f
L..T:.R1^L/Slz...: /^ >^/^^^
.Yt. Test 3ox i^LUxLS^ Total Fever -^^^
.Vt. Test £ox xiverage Po^^^er ^^V
& Sample^ ^ /(^. L average wt.
'.«t. 2 Sar.ples Z',?. / Sanrle ^//. a.^
X iJiii-i TI Gi.. iiiT £.H
:
Ref. June. Terr.n. J?/, ^ ^ C = . /"V mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. >J: ^/ n.v = /'J.jS' ^Z 'Dlfi.jZ:^^^
Cold race Corr. R^^ad. .3^ nv = ^^.s-^ C
Ri;.CORL)ii.R:
Hot race Ter-.r. /^-^ / °C Temo Liff. 7^.^
Cold Face Temn . /^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. 7^.7;^

TEERiV^L COi',DUCTlVITY TEST
i^ate Mj/? J^^ 1950
Test ^0. ,^^V
.Vt. Test Box J'^V.jS- Total roi^-er JP^o
kVt. Test Box Average Po'-er //o
& Sarr.ple.s ^77^ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples Jf^JX SaniDle V/.^
POTiNTIOlvIETiR:
nef. Jiir.c. Terr.p. />?^ "^C = . // mv TemD
.
Hot Face Corr. Hea.i. S. .i'JP r;V = Z'^. ^^ ° C Diff. /;? 3^
Coll Face Corr. ?-fa.d. , J'.3 riv ^r Jp. o^ ^C
RiGO?.D£:R:
Hot ^pce Te:r,Ti-
, /^^ °C Ter.i^ Diff. //-^
Coia Face Temr) ^ /^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff . // ^^
Date ^/^ ^ff 19 50
'Test No. r^^^
:..^Tj,rIaL/si^j:: //Tr //J^i/e
7<'t. Test Box /^tCjT Total Fo'.^'er ^;^n
A't. Test Box /-iVerage Pover // O
& Sample^ J? /^.(O average -Vt.
wt. 2 San-:ples /l^ .r Samiole i^^^'
JT i£-i'4 TI Oi'..£iT iK
:
Ref. June. Temr). /'^.^ ^C = , Z;^ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. J: ^^ mv = 7// °C Diff.^
Cold Pace Coi-r. Read. .^^ r.v = /f :a °C
RiCCRIiJiiR:
Hot Face Temr^____Z^_Z__°C Terar^ Difi. ^'f.^
Cold Face Temn . f./' °C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^^ ^^

THERi\^L COi^-DUCTlVITY TEST
iJate._ /l^/}^ ^'^ 19 50
Test lo. ,,:7-n^
l^UTaRIAL/Sl^iL: ^^ /^// J^^^ . ^J" -.^^A<^yh<
n. Test Box /^V.S- Total ro^-er ^^7,^
VVt. Test Box Average Po-er //V
k Sarr.ple.s Jf^/.f Average '7t.
VVt. 2 San:ples P7 .f SaiiiDle yS.(^S'
POTiNTIOicETiR:
Eef. J^.ir.c. Terr.D. /^_^1_°C = . /7 mv Tem-D
.
Hot Face Corr. Reai. ^-f. / <f mv = /(^. ^jT ° C Diff. ^z^.^"
Co 15 Face Corr. Read. .J'/ mv = ^/^ °C
RiCOEDi::R:
Hot ^?ce Te-T^^ Z_^£_°C Ternp TDiff. ^;^ /"
Cold Face 7e-v::^ . /^. / Q C Ave. Temr. Diff. ^7 /^j^
Date /^^/g" x^.^ 19 50
Test No. ^^V
:.^Tj>rIaI/si^j.; /<A3- //A^j^^e.
J7t. Test 3ox /^*/.S' Total Fo^fer ^^ /
-Vt. Test Box a-.verage ro^'^-er ^^3.^
& Sanple^ ^/^S.^ average wt.
".Vt. 2 Sar:ples ^7,0 Sanrle -V^.^
rCT£.ivTIOI-.-j:-TiK:
Ref. June. Terr.ri. ^/
^
°C = . /3 mv Tenn.
Hot Face Corr. Read. S./^ rr.v = 7V. /.^^ ^C Diff .,^1^1/^
Cold Face Corr. Rr-ad. .^:S^ mv = ^> ^^ °
C
R:i.CGRDjj.R:
Hot Face Terr. /££_°C Terar^ Diff. ^^J^
Cola Face Tom p . /^V ^C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^^.7/

TH£Ri.^L COr.DUCTlVITY TEST
Late /l/lae ^;^ 1950
lest To. ^- A
]^UTERIAL/S1^.:£: Co(^ /^^y ^'^jnr/ - , 4^ -.:^jr ^^a^
'.Vt. Test Box /^/?7 Total Po^^-er ^^^
ut. Test -Box Average ro^'er //O
& Sample.s ,^7^.^ Average 'Vt.
v7t. 2 Samples 7f.i Sam-nle .'^f.<7S'
PCTiNTlOL'IiTiR:
Ref. J^mc. Temp. ^^.Q °C = ,_£Zj?^v Temp.
Hot Pace Co rr. Rea^^ J^, j'/ mv = ^^.^^ °C Diff. 7/^'
Cold Face Corr. Road. ..%'•/ mjv - /'. 72' °C
RiCCRDiLR:
Hot ~pce Temr^ • /f. ^ ° C Temp T)iff. 7/ :P^
Cold Face TemiT-. . X^5-" °C ^ve. Temr. Diff. 7/3'^
Da te/^^^ /J„_19 50
Lest No. -^-if
L.-iTi-RlAL/Sl^i: /3s /} /)a(ye.













^^,/ °c = ,^
Read. j'. J"/ mv = /f.a







f/.<0 °C Teop Diff.




. A/?a^ 21 1950
Test iO. ^'C
.Vt. Test 3oy //// Total Po^^-er ^ /^
;Vt. Test Box Average ro^-er / a
4
k Sample^ ^/y f Aver??,ge 'Vt.




^.-f. C ^ C = . ^5^ mv TemD
.
Hot Face Corr. Fear^ 3./
7
nv = 7.^/^ °C Diff._^^l^S^
Co 1.1 Face Co3;r. Road. .J*^ mv ^- f.^^-^ Z
R2C0KDi;R:
Hot ~pce Te-T)^ Z^-f_°C Ter.r mff. ^JT^
Ccia Face Temi) • /^,^ °C r^ve. Temr. Diff. (^j^.33
Ca t e /I//4^ ^/ 1 9 50
Test No. r^' D
.vt. Test Box /f7,7 Total Fo'^/^er ^^S'
<Vt. Test Box /average Power / /^.jS~
& Samples r^f^^ ^^iverage '-7t.
.n. 2 Sar-ples "9 (P./ Sanrle V^.O^
xOTiiivTlOi-iiTiR:
xRef. June. Terr.ri. ^L^1^°C = t_££_rnv Ter.n.
Hot Face Corr. Read. J, // n.v = 7"^.:^ °C Diff. ^.^^
Cold Face Corr. R^ad. .^-t' ^- mv = f.O °C
Ri.CGRI)Ji.R:
Hot Pace lerr,^ 7/^ °C Temi Diff. ^^«^
Cold Face Temn^ 9. S '^Z Ave. Temp. Diff. t^S.JS

TH1LRI\.^L COr.DUCTiVITY TEST
liate ^/?r// /^. 19f50
Test io. 201
J,UTiiEIAl/ Sl^i. : {^^^j /^^// ^ 5^^^^^ .26r. ., X<:r^Ci/^^^
m^".n. Test Box.
.Vt. Test Box
& Spr.ple s i^ll. I








Ref. June. Terr;p. .3± -^
Hot Face Corr. Feai. 3. 7
6









;V r= Q. O CC
.oC Ter.p T)iff.






& Samples g^7<;?. .?











tZ- 2t.i:i-1 1 01. Sjl^Ji',
?iet, June. TeiTx^ AL RL
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^M£





Hot Face Terr . SE
Cola Face Temr/ . /O
oC Tenr5 Diff.






TiX. Test Box i^^.S Total ro^^-er J?Ji^
'iVt. Test 3ox Average Po*"er //6
& Sn.n:Dle s ^93^ C Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples 2A-S: SriudIc ,^4^.:?
PCTiKTIOL^^TiR:
Ref. J^mc. Terr.-n. c< ^ ^C = ^ 7^ ^rr-v Temr)
.
Hot Face Corr. F.ea.^.. 3. . SS ^v = Z553ZL__°C Diff . g>^.4^
Cold Face Corr. Read. , 3f mv ^ /^ ^C
RiCCKI3£.R
Hot ~P
Co lei Face Temr) . //.J °C -nve. Tenir
"pce Ten-:T^ • ^7.
7
° C Ter^n Tpjff. cSO, f
. Diff. Bo.^
Ca t e /Q^?^^/ /^, 1 9 50
Test No. .3^^
.vt. Test 5ox lQ4.^ Total rower ^olo
A't. Test i£ox ^average Power ^/O
& SacDles fQO^'S average wt.
.«t. 2 Samples " 7^' ^ Sanrle .99-^"
rCTJiivTIOl-i'Tr.R:
Ref. June. Terr^. (?^.aL °C = __j2^ ^mv Terr.Ti.
Hot Face Corr. Read. S.tpQ mv = Sn.4 °C ^m.l&JoS^
Cold Face Corr. Read. .,^ r.v = ^. OJT °C
Rii.CGRlJii.R:
Hot Face le^r . Qo °C Teni^ Diff.




./^z?^// /7 19 50
lest iO. a^oy








Total ro^-er 33 o?





Hot Face Corr. Keai. ^Ai








Hot "pce Temp • t ^
.
Cold Face Temp - il.*r
.°C Temp mfl. Og.^l^







& Sample s_c30S^ S"











Hot Face Corr. Read. ~0.
Cold Face Corr. Read.
Kj^GCKLjiiR:
19 50
^C = .Qi mv Temp.
mv - CjQ oQ mff.QB^
Hot Face xemp.
Cola Face Tem;P.




ive. lem.p Diff. "iqTa

THERiV^L COi'.DUCTlVITY TEST
I^ate >^/v/ /^ J 19 50
lest lO. 3o^
I>UTi^RIAl/Sl^:£: <r^^ /gcy^/.5"^ ^^/ ^ ^SVwr^* . ^ /dXA/j?^
IMSvVt. Test Box
Wt. Test .Box








Hot Face Corr. F.ea.^. 3.*)



















1 G X £i iv TI 01.. ii'l ::'R
IM^
c^nd.n1











lot Face Corr. Read. 3*^6
:old Face Corr. Rf^ad. ^4")
Hot race Terr . B8A °C
M.4 :°c
°C = .V7 mv
n.v = fi/k.'kr ° C




Ave. Temp. Dlfi. 1^.0^

THE,Ri\-AL COi-DUCTlVITY TEST
Date A^/?/^// y^. 19.50
Test ifiS-











Ref. J^mc. Terp. aLbt g
Hot Face Corr. Hea^TlJLMl








«fi^ ^rov Temp. ^^ ^_^
1^
C Ternp TDiff. li>» B

















t Face Corr. Read. 3^ P
7












Hot Face xer.r . ^S
Cold Face Toit.p . /^ .$"
oC TenP Diff.__23i5





t,uT iilRIAL/ SI ^ ::. : c:^^^^/j^^//^ j^^^/ , ^S >>/^ . /^^^^^
m. Test 3oy /'f-^^
"
Total Pover ^^O
Wt. Test 3ox Average Po'-er y/^o
& Sample s 27^-^ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples f*^-^ SaniDle -^^^C^
PCTi:NTIOL:iJT£R:
Ref. Jimc. TemD.____^^! °C = _____i_^___mv Terr.-n
.
Hot Face Corr. Reai. ^,^<^ mv = ^/. ^ ^C Diff. 7/^
Cold Face Corr. Read. ,^/ nv =^ /O.er' oc
Ri GO ?:!)£: R:
Hot =^pce Te.r:T^ • ^^' ^ ° C Ter.r Diff. ///
Cold Face Tcht) ^ y/. ^ ° C .ive. Ten^P. Diff. y/J
'est No. ^/^








& Sar-.ple s ^^/
O
Vvt. 2 Sar.nles f'^.^"
X Tt<i-j TI Oi.-i^T iR
:
Ref. jTinc. Terr.T^. <^^^ oq ^ ^^ mv Tep.r^. ,
-^^
Hot Face Corr. Read. 3-3<^ rr.v = J?^ <=''=' ° C Diff.J^^^
Cold Face Corr. Read. ..j^-^ cv = ^. T^'' ^
C
Ri>CGRI)JiiR:
Hot race Te^.r . S^/'^ oC Tenir) Difi". 7^^-^
Cola Face Tott.p . /O.^ °C Ave. Temp. Djff. -yy. €:> 2-

THiLHI\.iiL COi'.DUCTlVITY TEST
Date /^/^A.^/ ^/. 1950
lest I'o. S'^^
]),L«iT JDltlAL/ SI ^ .i:. : CciP^cc/ /^^^ .fT^^y^;/ r 2S /n^/i^. , /<yc<^^/^
7n. Test Box /"^^.^^ Total lo^'-er ^ZC^,
7/t. Test 3ox Averag^e Iro-er //.?
& Santple s <^^'^ ^ Average 'Vt.
vVt. 2 Sar.plep ^(^.6^ Samr^le -^S,^
PCT£NTIOL::i]T£H;
Ref. J-inc. Terr.T). 22. 7 oc = > ^^ mv Terr.D .
Hot Face Corr. F.ea". J.^^ nv = ^/". ^ ^C Diff. 72 -^i^
Col.i Face Corr. Road. . ^^ mv = ^- ^3' ^
C
RiGCRDi!.R:
Hot ^pce Te-T) • i^-7^(^ ° C Ter.r T)iff. y2.<^
Co lei Face Terar; /Z, <P QQ ^ve. Tenir. Diff. :P2.Z6^
Date /^>^^/ ^2 , 19 50
Test ^o._S/^
I-..riTiRiAL/Sl<^^: /^j- /4^^«yc/«
.Vt. lest Box Z'^'^.^" Total lo^er ^/<i^
*Vt. lest iox ^-iverage ro^'-er /<:P^-^
& Sar^ales Z$^7. C xiverage .'.'t.
Vi't. 2 Sar.r.les ^f^,/ ' Sample "y^<^
t G 1 Hi i-i TI CI'., ii'l -c-R
:
Ref. Jrmc. rema.___^^£ °C = - ^^' nv Ter.Ti.
Hot Face Coir. Read. J!^/^ mv = __2:^-^__° C Y>lti ./^7. t^?
Cold Face Corr. Rf-ad. ,^6; rav = /o<^S'' ^C
R::.Cv.RlJ£.R:
Hot race Terr . 7^^ °C Tenr) Lifi. {^^-^
Cold Face Tor: p . // -^ °C Ave. Temr^. Diff. <?^ V- S^

TE£R1\.^L COr.DUCTlVlTY TEST
Date /^/yr// ^^. 19F.C)
lest lo. d^
y




& Sample s Pi^^-
^







Hef. J^mc. Terr.p, 2^
Hot Face Corr. Peai. ?'^0
Col;i Face Corr. ?.oad. ^^/
RiCORDiiR:
Hot -"pce Terr) • a^- ^














_°C Ave. Temr. Diff . ^Cf.'^^
Test No. 3/(^
Date /^^r, 19 50
:..-MT::>RlAL/Sl^i:, /^ /P^Cfi/<^













3.Qi. June. Tem^i. 2/ °C
Hot Face Corr. Read._











Hot race lemr . 7*^ <^
Cold Face Terr // >
.°C Tenr) Diff.





iJate ^x?^^/ ^^ 1950
lest 1^0. ^/Z
V
I^UTIiRlAL/Sl^^ii: /^^^ /^^ryy/ .<Zyr.^/ ^2^6 z^**^. , /^y/^^/^









Ref. J^mc. Teir.D. 26>'
^





Col;i Face Corr. Roaa. ,^/ rr:v = ^^^^ -'^C
R^iCCRDiLR:
Hot ^pce Te!:^T> • y<^ / ^C




Date /^^// <^^. 19 50
Test No. 3Vj^
L^T:;>R1aL/S16£.: X^ /^^-^c:; c^g^
Wt. Test Box Z*?^^" Total ro^^-er ^^^
Wt. Test Box xiverage i-o^'^er y//
& Samples 2^9-^ Average wt,
V^t. 2 3arr:ples___^£2Z__ Sample -^/(^
xC^£-i^XXC:.iiT:i-R:
Ref. June. Terr.Ti. Z^^^^" ^C = • ^f mv Terr.p.
Eot Face Corr. Read. S -o 7 mv = 17?.^ oC Difi.^1:/^^'
Cold Face Corr. Rr-ad. .^^ mv = ___2.Zk_°C
Rii-CCRDi!.R:
Hot Face lerp . Z^Z °C TenP Diff. d^ 3 •C'




iJatex^>>y/ ^<;^, 19 5Q
l/>ATii^RIAL/ SI -i-i : <^/y/:^
^'^^Z - ^^^^^^ * 2'S^,^>»n*. . /^^wygv-
.Vt. Test 3qx /f^<^ Total Po-.-er ^2<=>
tVt. Test Box Average rp-er //<:>
& Sari^nle s ^ 7/. O Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Sample? 77. ^ Sample 3^S^
fCTiNTIOKETER:
Ref. J-inc. Ter-D. /^/^ ^C = l_^.^mv Teir.T)
.
Hot Face Corr. Reai. jP.^f^ niv = ^-T-i^ °C Diff._£^£
Cold Pace Corr. Rr- ad. .J='^ it-:V - -^.^ ^C
R:£GCRDii:R:
Hot ^pce Te-:T) . ^^^"' Q C Ter.p Difl'. ^^^'^
Cold Face Temr) /^^.^^ °C ^ve. Ten^r. Diff. F^.^^^
Da te /^^// .cP/. ig 50
Test No. 3 ^
L/iTiRlrtl/Sl^i: /^5 ^^^^^





Sanrle ^<7'<^V«t. 2 Sar.ples e^'<:>
xOT£>i'iTIOi..i:iT::.R:
Ref. Jiinc. Tem^ PO^ or ^ '^^ nv Tenp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^,7<^
R p d . . -^c
nv = ^^.'^ °C Biff.Z^-^^
Cold Face Corr. mv = x^.Z^- °C
Ri-CORLji.K:
Hot Face Terr . '^/Z ©c Tenr^ Diff. 7^"^^




Wt. Test Box /'^^(^ Total rover ^jTc:?
«Vt. Test Box Average rprer y/<^~
k Sample s 277^ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples 5^./.i^ SaniT)le__^^iZ
PCTilKTIOL'IETiR:
Re±\ Jnnc. Terr.p. ^O ^C = '^'f rr^v Temi)
.
Hot Face Corr. Keai. Sa^9 r.v = ^7.^ oC Diff. /T*--/
Cold Face Corr. Read. .J'^ rr:V ^- y^ao ^Z
RiCCEDiiR:
Hot ^pce Ter:T> • i^^<^ ° C Ter.p mff. ^^"^
Cole! Face Tera^i . yi>.<:? QC ^ve. Tenir. Diff. 77-5"














'.Vt. 2 Sarr^ples ;{^.-»' -i^2-7
X C JjiiiJ Ti OL-JiT iLiR
:
Re I. June. Terr.o. 2/-^ ° C =
^o. 7<r
mv Terrn.
Hot Face Corr. Read. 3^39 rnv =
n:v =
oC Diff . "7/-^
Cold Face Corr. Rf-'-ad. 37 ^.^o oc
Rr.CCRD£.R:
Hot race Terr. ^2-7 °C








Date X^^^y/ ^^. 19 50
lest i" . S-^
r^TiCRIAl/Slo:^
: (^^rx/ y^<^// .^<^^<r/ .^6?"^^. ^^^^^




& Samn 1e s ^a'j-^ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples ^dy^$^ Samiile '^S''26^
PCTiNTIOL'IiT^R:
Eef. J^mc. Terr.p. 23-2^ ^Z = ^ ^^ mv Terr.D
.
Hot Face Corr. Kea.i. j^.asr mv =
__Z2L^ °C Diff . (^^^^
Co 1-1 Face Corr. Road. -J^O mv ^ ^. ?.5^ ^
C
RiCCHDriR:
Hot ~pce Ter:T^ c^^^/ ° C Ternn Diff. <^*^-
^













V«t. .2 Sample s__





Hot Face Corr. Read. n;v = Diff.





Hot race Tenr. Tern Difi.


















Ref. Jiir.c. Ter.D. ^V. d> ^C =
Hot Face Corr. Head. .^. .^J? mv =
Cold Face Corr. Read. . :^0 rnv =






7^. </ PC Temp Diff.

























Hot Face Corr. Read._









/y/ °C Tear) Diff
.





iJate [\AfVV (n 1950
lest lo. V^.y'
"^'t. Test Box /fyf^ Total Po^-er /^dP
'ii\. Test Box Average Po^-^er /^<P
& SampleJ ^<^. ^ Average It.
Wt. 2 Sam pies <^:^. Vi^^-Vr^ Sarrmle J/.<^
PCTiNTIOMETER:
Ref. Jimc. Temp. ^_f_°C = . ^f^ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Head. ,? ^-/
m
v = ^/.^ °C Diff. <^^.y^
Col;l Face Corr. Read. , -s^T" miv =^ /y'.a ^
C
RiiCORDiiR:
Hot ^ace Temn . ^fJ^^ '^Z Temp T)iff. /.:::7, ^
Cold Face Temr; /^. -j/ ^C Hve. Temr. Diff. ^9.^^
Da t e MftV 7 1 9 50
Test No., y^y"
l^lJjKJA'L/^lLijlL'. A-S ftftQVJfcT
Wt. Test Box /"^y.^ Total Power / ^"S
vV't. Test Box .-average Po^^'er :^(^.jS^
& Sample^ ^;^/^.t^ Average wt.
.Vt. 2 Samples ^.^>^ Samnle 57. ^
X C ih'ii TI 01'.. ji T jlR :
Ref. June. Temn, X/f ^ ^ C = . /^/ mv Temr).
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^j^J'y' mv = 7^^ °C Difi./^^^
Cold Face Corr. Read. . -^^ m.v = /AZ^ ^C
Rr^CORDjiR:
Hot Face Temr . :^^. ^ °C Terar) Diff.
Cold Face Temn . //. ^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. /^. ^^

THEB.AL COi\DUCTlVITY TEST
Date ^AftV 7 19 50
lest lo. V^S'
'.n. Test Box /<^V.^ Total ro^-er /^3
Wt. Test Box Average ro-er 7^.:^
& Sample.s ^-^L5^^ Average 'Vt.




Ref. J-.5P.C. Terr. ID
.
^.^, <::? ° C = , ^/ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. .^/fmv = /^>^^°C Diff . 4J'.:/S'




^(^1_Z_° C Temp Diff.
Cold Face Temr. . /^.^ QC Ave. 1ev^J^. Diff. ^5^ ^^




Wt. Test Box /^VJ! Total Fo^^-er /^:T
«Vt. Test Box -average Power V 7.^
& Sample^ .^/^ayO Average wt.
•.-t. 2 Samples ^^^ Samiole .f^. '^
rO r^i'i TI OI'.-I^TilH ;
Ref. June. Temp. ^^. /' ° = . /^ mv Tem.p.
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^^^j" n;v = ^;?^ °C Diff.^lSV.^
Cold Face Corr. Read. . i//^ mv = /^. 7^ °
C
RiCORDiiiR:
Eot Face Temp. ^/^ / °C Tear) Diff. ^j^Q
Cold Face Temr . /.T »^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^^^^

TH£RIv.aL COi\DUCTlVITY TEST
Date /yf4V ^ 1950
Test x^^o. ^(^7
^UTiCRIAL/Sl^r:: C. laiJ - We// C^jnac/^J
-Vt. Test Box /f'/'^ Total Po^-er / ^::p
Wt. Test -Box Average Porter 7 ^
k Sample^ <^^/. 3 Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples <^7. / Sample _^^.^jr
POT^NTIOL/IETER:
xRel\ Jrmc. Temp. ^^^. O ^Z = . f/ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Reai. ^ /.^'mv = y^r^T^ °C Diff. ^S.S^
Cold Face Corr. Read. . ^.^mv = y/ ^ ^Z
RECORDnlR:
Hot "ace Temn . 7^..^ ^ C Temp Diff. ^^. -/
Cold Face 7^v:j^ /^. ^ Q C Ave. Temr. Diff. ^^. ^.^
Da t e, /^^// f 1 9 50
Test No. y(^(f^
:.^Tj;rIaL/si/.^: /^^ /I6ac/c
Ht, Test Box /f^^ Total Po^'-'er /.^^
vVt. Test Box average Power /^^
& Sample^ <:^^3- / Average .7t.
.Vt. 2 Samples ^^'7 Sample S-^V^^
xOi'i-iMTIOi'..-£-Ti^R:
Ref. June. Temn. ^V.^ ^C = . ^^ mv Tem.p.
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^ ^J? mv = y^.,^^ ^C ^Ift.^j^J"^
Cold Pace Corr. Read. , 1>^ m.v = //, 7^ °
C
RiCGRDiJiR:
Hot Pace lemr. 2^^°C Teran Diff. TfT^^
Cold Face Temn . /:>! j/ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^^. (^r

TH£RI^.^L COr.DUCTlVITY TEST
Date /i/f4V JO 1950
Test .^^0.
-^^f
IJ^UT-CRIAL/Sl^^ii:: (^/aJ - A^// {7rac/<^
Wt. Test Box /^V^^ Total Po^^-er /jS^f
\H. Test Box Average Po''^er y^'^
& San:ple.§ ^^'^y^ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples /^, ^ Samr^le SS'.^^
PCTiNTIO:^I£T£R:
Hef. J\mc. Terr:p. ^V.^ ^C = - f/ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Rea^c!. .-^ ^^ mv = 7/. M~~^Z Diff . jT^/
Cold Face Corr. Read. . V^ rav = /^. j^ °C
RSCORDiiR
Cold Face Tem-n /J. ^ ° C Ave. Tein-p. Diff. S7: a
Hot Fpce Tei!in. /^ / °C Temp T)iff. jT/.S^
Da te M/}V // 19 50
Test No. V/(^
Wt. Test Box /^V. ^ Total Foi^'er /^d^
Wt. Test Box xiverage Power ^/^
& Saraple^ r^(^^,:2' average '.vt.
"wt, 2 Sar::ples 7^.^ San-ole S<^. /
^
X- C Tiii ivll Gi'.. riT iH
:
Ref. June. ien:n. c^V.S' °C = . ^/ mv Terr.p.
Hot Face Corr. Read.___^_^_mv = //
^
^ C Diff^^^f^
Cold Face Corr. Read. . j5Z? inv = __Z^_^^°C
RiLCGRI;iJ.R:
Hot Face le-r. /^ / ^C Temi^ Diff jT^.^
Cold Face Teir:n^__/Z^_°C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^A S3

THEi^xiiL COi^DUCTlVITY TEST
Date MaV // 1950
Test Yo. V//
lUTaRlAL/Sl^iL; C/aj/' /^///^/-^^^^
',n. Test Box /^V,^ Total Power /^S
vVt. Test Box Average Po^'^er y^,^
& Sarr.ple.s ^^7.^ Average It.
Wt. 2 Samples /,7^ ^r^ Saim^le S^. ^15^
pot5:ntioi.':£T£R:
Eef. Jiinc. Temp. ^V^.^ ^C = . /^ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^/^/mv = __^^^_°C Diff
.
.^r^/^
Cold Face Corr. Roat^. . ^^ mv =r /^. j5^ ^
C
R3CCHDii:R:
Hot -pce Temr) /^. ^ ° C Temp Diff. ^^.a
Cold Face Temn /V.^ ^C Ave. Temp. Diff. jS^.^j^"
Date /^/^(/ /^g' 19 50
Test No, V/^
Wt. Test Box /fV.^ Total Power /^^
Wt. Test Box ^average Power /c:^
& Sample^ cS ^^,(0 Average '.7t.
".Vt. 2 Samples /V,/^ Sarm^le Jf/-/
xCiii-i-^TIOi-jiTii^R:
Ref. June. Xemn. o^^, .^ ° C = .^ mv Tem.p.
Hot Face Corr. Read. ^:^^ mv = ^7. S' ^Z Dlff. ^K/S^
Cold Face Corr. Read. ^.^ mv = /^, /^ °C
Rx!.CGRDii.R:
.
Hot Face Temr . ^J^jT ^O Tean Diff, S'V./
Cold Face TempZZIS_ZZ°C Ave. Temp. Diff. -^"^ V^

THEK^xiiL COi'-DUCTlVITY TEST
Date M/t\/ J.^ 19 5Q
Test x^'o. y/S
]LaTii:RIAL/Sl^i£: <^/ay - Wt-.// (^ra^^c/
7/t. Test Box y^-^c^ Total Power /^^
Wt. Test 3ox Average Po'"'er y^^
k Sample.s ^^7/ c^~ Average 'Vt.




Ref. Jr;T.c. Temp. <^^.^ ^Q> = ./^ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. .^. 7^ mv = ^^^:^Z ^lff. S'^.7:^
Coll Face Corr. Read. ^ Vf mv =- y^.^S^ °C
RECORLiiR:
Hot ^'pce Temr). ^^.c^ QQ Temp Diff. ^^.^
Cold Face TemT) . y^,^^ " C Ave. Temp. Diff. S3.3^
Da t e /i<^xy</ /^ 1 9 50
Test No.. li^i^
I.^Ti.RI.tiI/Sl^i^: /4^^- /lAoc/^
Wt. Test Box /^.^ /^ Total Po^er yVJ^
Wt. Test Box Average Power 7V
& Samples c^^7,^ Averpige It.
.Vt. 2 Samples ^^ ^" Sample j?/ >^
X C i-'i^ iM TI Oi'.. iTiR
:
Ref. June. Temp. yf, O °C = . 7^ mv Tem.p.
Hot Face Corr. Read. Jl^.-t' miv = __^2.=2_°C Diff.^l^i<5^
Cold Face Corr. Read. .^S"-^ mv = 7J?. 7^ °
C
Ri^CGRDii-R:
Hot Face Temr . 77.7^''^ Terap Diff. ^S. 7^
Cold Face Temp . 7V.(yc °C Ave. Tem.p. Diff. ^^.^O

THERI-.^L COr^DUCTlVITY TEST
Date Ma\/ /7 ]9f>n
Test ]}io.
-V-Zf
i^uTiCRiAL/si^ii;: C^/^y - /A/^// ^m^^r/
Wt. Test Box /^J'./' Total Po^-er /VJ^
\H. Test Box Average Porter 7V
& SampleJ r^^P.'/ Average 'Vt.
Wt. 2 Samples iffV? Sample 3^.3S'
FOTSNTIOivIETER:
xRef. J^mc. Temp. c^^-^-S^ oQ = . ^^ mv Temp.




Cold Face Corr. Head. . ^r^ mv = yV.^^ °
C
R2GCHDii:R:
Hot ^pce Temr) • 7<^.C ° C Temp Diff. ^/. 9
Cold Face Temr^ /S. 7 °C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^^T Xj?
Date /^^4/ /^ 19 50
Test No. V'C.
7/t. Test Box /^S.^ Total Power /.^^
Wt. Test Box -leverage Power 7 /'
& Samples ^ <^^. 3 Average Wt.




Ref. June. Temii. r?<^'^ "^ C = ^./^ mv Temp.
Hot Face Corr. Read. 3:// mv = /'jS'. ^d^ °C Diff.^^g^^^
Cold Face Corr. Read. ..T":?^ mv = __Z.2LZ^1_°C
Ri:CGRDii.R:
Hot Face Temr . '^.T. 3^ °C Temn Diff. ^.^. .^
Cold Face Temp . ^-^ g^ °C Ave. Temp. Diff. ^'^.//'
\
JiXiriiiRliyiiA'T^L K3SULTS FCK CC^RSi; SaI<i)
2.0 mm. - .42 mm.
Test Av£-. Avg. Avg. e K x 10'
'o. Wt. lower Temi)
.
Diff.
101 42.00 83.5 53.00 .832 7.31
lA 42.70 125.0 71.00 .801 8.19
102 42.75 110.0 65.25 . 799 7.84
103 43.40 110.0 62.00 . 773 8.26
104 43.80 106.0 59.72 .756 8.27
105 44.40 111.0 59.25 .733 8.72
13 4^J.75 125.0 66.80 . 720 8.70
106 44.90 112.5 56.38 .714 9.30
107 45.35 110.0 58.12 .697 8.83
108 45.80 110.0 57.50 .680 8.91
109 46.30 107.5 55.05 .662 9.09
IC 46.90 125.0 63.00 .640 9.24
110 47.00 109.0 55.00 .637 9.21
111 48.70 110.0 52.00 .578 9.85
Thickness of sample 5.05 cm.
Area oi sample 2597 cm.
2
Specific Gravity of sample 2.66
Lioisture Content Initial .0539^ Final .0416fo
Ivlaterial r laced Two Times

TA3LE II
EaI-EKILIENTAL results FCri r.SDimi SAliD
,42 min.-,25min.
Test Av^. Avg. Avg". e K X IC
No. wt: lo^^'er Terar.
Diff.
201 39.20 110.0 73.72 ,970 6.95
2A 39.45 105.0 71,38 .960 6.84
251 39.70 105.0 74.18 ,943 6.58
23 39.9 5 110.0 72.25 ,932 7.08
252 40.25 110,0 73,78 .919 6.95
202 40.90 110.0 73,00 .890 7.02
253 41.05 114.0 75.72 .880 7,02
254 41.50 110.0 71.92 .851 7,12
203 41.90 110.0 70,38 .842 7.28
2C 42.10 106.0 65,22 .835 7.55
255 42.25 110,0 69.9 5 .829 7.32
204 42.45 110.0 69. 78 .82 7 7.35
205 43.15 110.0 67.25 .788 7.61
256 43.55 114.0 57.65 .772 7,82
206 43,90 110.0 6 5.50 ,751 7,32
20 7 44.75 114.0 66,25 ,725 8,00
2D 45.05 112,5 63.75 .715 8.21
257 45.50 113,5 65,78 .597 8,03
Thickness of sample 5.05 cm.
Area of sample 2597 cm.^
Specific Gravity of snmple 2.675
Foisture Content Initial ,0508% Final .0387^0
Material Placed Three times

T...31'^ III
iuvriKlL iji Tjn.L Ku S cL'± S r'C B. r 11. ill 3>:ii D
Test --iVi', .rtVg. iVf. e K X IC
- 0. :^t^ I o'""er TerriP.
Diff .
301 38.30 110.0 80.28 1.04 6 6.33
SiL 38.60 110.0 84.85 1.035 6.04
502 3 8.60 110.0 77.38 1.032 6.52
30£ 39.20 110.0 80,40 1.000 6.37
30 4 39. 50 IIC.O 78.82 0.985 6. 60
3 3 40.00 111.0 78.53 0.9 60 6.58
^Od 40 . 10 112.0 78.98 0.9 55 6.60
305 40 . 50 115.0 79.20 0.936 6.74
30 7 41.00 113.5 79.85 0.912 6.62
303 ^il.lO 110.0 7 5.73 0.907 6. 77
309 41.70 110,0 7^.75 . 880 6,35
3C 41.90 U^^.O 77.75 0.8 71 6.83
310 42.30 107,5 71.73 p, ^ B 53 6.98
311 42.60 110.0 71.30 0. 840 7.13
3D 42.70 106.0 71.22 0.836 6.92
312 ^5.20 110.0 71.03 0.814 7.20
313 43.30 113,0 72.32 0.810 7.18
314 44.00 106.5 67.83 C.782 7.30
31^ 'M.20 111.0 70 . -^ 5 0. 773 7.33
3S 45.25 111.5 68.22 0.732 7. 60
315 45.75 . 110.0 6 7 . 50 0.71^. 7.58
317 45.75 114.0 6 5,10 0.677 8.13




-rirea, of S.^.-n.-^le 2597
Sneciiic Gr;^,vit.y of sarr.nle
loistnre Content Initial





^Ivt-iiKlLLKTAL niSUITS FCK CI,^.Y
Test Av£. Avg. Av£^ e K X IC
Ko. wt. I-o^*'er
Diff.
401 30.25 70.0 66.42 1.600 ^.80
402 ;30.70 79.0 71.75 1.563 5.12
^02 31.20 80.0 69.95 1.522 5.32
4A 31.80 74.0 63.60 1.47^1 5.41
404 31.90 76.5 67.92 1.468 5.25
40 5 32.20 76.5 63.92 1.4-^4 5. 57
4 3 32.55 74.0 61.72 1.434 5. 58
406 32.90 77.5 65.-8 1.392 5. 51
40 7 33. 55 76.0 52.95 1.346 5.51
4C 33.75 73.0 62.18 1.332 5. 84
408 34.4 5 76.0 60.03 1.284 6.04
409 35.25 79.0 58.60 1.232 6.27
410 36. 15 80.0 58.32 1.178 6.39
411 35.65 75. 5 56.35 1.148 6.32
412 57.40 76.0 54.42 1.195 6.50
413 38.6 5 75.0 52.33 1.035 6. 66
Thickness of scimr>le 5.05 cir.
.
Area of Sarcrle 259 7 cm. 2
Snecific Gravity of sarr^le 2.725
!"oisti;re Content Initial .145 51 Final .0932fo





A t (Ti - T2)
83.5 watts X 5.05 cm.
K = sec.
2597 cr..2 x 1 sec. x 53.0°C x 4.186 i^-atts
cal/sec
K = 7.31 cal/sec/crycm2/oC
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Voids -liAT 10(e) '\-.
:i T 'i \ 'j : LWell Graded Clay Sample i : j
















FIGURi: Villa Insulating tox "1th
cover in place. Mounted on scales.
PI&URE Vlllb Insulating box mth frame
( shoTs.lng: "bolt holes) inserted. Heater plate in
position with arror to thermocouple connection.
Spacer boards are standing against equipment
shoeing relative -position of installation.
Insulating box cover at side.

FIGURiJ. Vlllc Insulating box -^ith frame.
heater plate and spacer boards in place.
Large arrow shors one heating elenient lead,
Small arrows shovr spacer boards in position,
FIGURE Vllld Sample and insulating boxes
completely assemlDled. Cooling jackets in
place with cooling water hoses attached.

FIGUHS Vllle Overall viev^ of equipment
showing poFer leads connected to heating
element. Placing and compaction equipment
shown near sample box assembly.
FIGURE Vlllf Measuring and control equipment
Potentiometer-Recorder to left, portable
potentiometer center. Variac controller
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